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Abstract: There is growing evidence that a specific region in the posterior frontolateral cortex is involved
intimately in cognitive control processes. This region, located in the vicinity of the junction of the inferior
frontal sulcus and the inferior precentral sulcus, was termed the inferior frontal junction (IFJ). The IFJ was
shown to be involved in the updating of task representations and to be activated commonly in a
within-subject investigation of a task-switching paradigm, the Stroop task, and a verbal n-back task. Here,
we investigate the involvement of the IFJ in cognitive control by employing a meta-analytic approach. Two
quantitative meta-analyses of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies were conducted. One
meta-analysis included frontal activations from task-switching, set-shifting, and stimulus–response (S–R)
reversal studies, the other included frontal activations from color–word Stroop studies. Results showed highly
significant clustering of activations in the IFJ in both analyses. These results provide strong evidence for the
consistent involvement of the IFJ in both switching and Stroop paradigms. Furthermore, they support our
concept of areal specialization in the frontolateral cortex, which posits that it is not only the middorsolateral
part that plays an important role in cognitive control, but also the IFJ. Finally, our results demonstrate how
quantitative meta-analyses can be used to test hypotheses about the involvement of specific brain regions in
cognitive control. Hum Brain Mapp 25:22–34, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
Key words: executive functions; prefrontal cortex; meta-analysis; task switching; set shifting; S–R reversal;
Stroop task
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to orchestrate our thoughts and actions in
accordance with internal goals has been termed cognitive
control. For example, we need to exert cognitive control
when task demands change unpredictably or when we need
to overcome pre-potent response tendencies. In the neuroimaging literature, the exertion of cognitive control has been
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linked often to activations of middorsolateral prefrontal cortex [e.g., Braver et al., 2002; Petrides, 2000]. We have collected evidence that a more posterior region in the frontolateral cortex is also involved intimately in control processes
[Brass and von Cramon, 2002, 2004; Derrfuss et al., 2004].
Because of its anatomical location, we have termed this
region the inferior frontal junction (IFJ). The IFJ is located in
the vicinity of the junction of the inferior frontal sulcus (IFS)
and the inferior precentral sulcus (IPrCS). Based on the
results of functional imaging studies, its approximate location in Talairach coordinates [Talairach and Tournoux, 1988]
can be described as follows: it is located rather deep in the
IPrCS and the IFS (x-coordinate of 47 or lower), it extends in
the y-direction from !1 to 10, and it is located between the
z-coordinates 27 and 40 [Derrfuss et al., 2004].
Building on our previous work [Brass and von Cramon,
2002, 2004; Derrfuss et al., 2004], we have argued that the IFJ
is involved in the updating of task representations. In par-
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ticular, we have shown that the preparation of an abstract
task rule after the presentation of a cue activates the IFJ
[Brass and von Cramon, 2002, 2004]. Importantly, activation
of the IFJ was significantly correlated with the behavioral
cueing effect [Brass and von Cramon, 2002] and was shown
to be independent of cue encoding processes [Brass and von
Cramon, 2004]. In a recent within-session within-subject
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigation
[Derrfuss et al., 2004], we found common activation of the
IFJ in a task-switching paradigm, the Stroop task, and a
verbal n-back task. IFJ activity was also found in several
other studies employing switching tasks [e.g., Dove et al.,
2000; Pollmann et al., 2000; Ruge et al., 2005], the Stroop task
[e.g., Mead et al., 2002; Milham et al., 2001; Zysset et al.,
2001], or the n-back task [e.g., Braver et al., 1997; Jonides et
al., 1997; Ragland et al., 2002]. However, the consistency of
IFJ involvement in cognitive control has received little attention. One reason for this may be that activations of the IFJ
have been attributed to Brodmann areas (BA) 6, 44, or 9, thus
obscuring the relatively small variance in the distribution of
activation peaks.
Another reason for the neglect of the IFJ might be that the
above-mentioned tasks have been discussed as if they belonged to different domains of cognitive control (e.g., task
switching, interference resolution, or working memory).
However, the consistent involvement of the IFJ across tasks
raises the question as to whether there might be processes
shared by these tasks [Cabeza and Nyberg, 2002]. We have
argued that the updating of task representations is likely to
be one of these processes [Brass and von Cramon, 2002, 2004;
Derrfuss et al., 2004]. For example, in task-switching paradigms participants have to switch between different tasks
constantly, which requires repeated updating of the currently relevant task representation. In incongruent Stroop
trials, participants have to enforce the relevant task representation (color naming) against a dominant, but irrelevant
action (reading). Consequently, we suggest that an abstract
cognitive process required in many control paradigms, updating of task representations, is linked intimately to a specific region in the posterior frontolateral cortex, namely the
IFJ. Importantly, the IFJ is clearly located posterior to the
middorsolateral prefrontal cortex and therefore should be
regarded as a functional entity separate from middorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Although there is now evidence from several studies for
the consistent involvement of the IFJ in cognitive control,
this consistency has not yet been investigated rigorously.
Considerable variance exists in the results of functional imaging data, and to be confident about the reliable involvement of any brain region in a particular task, a quantitative
effect-location meta-analysis should be conducted. In contrast to the traditional effect-size meta-analyses that aim at
estimating the magnitude of a statistical effect, the aim of
effect-location meta-analyses is to identify brain regions
showing consistent involvement in the particular tasks under investigation [Fox et al., 1998]. By incorporating results
obtained with different scanner equipment, task designs,
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participants, analysis tools, and statistical approaches, metaanalyses have the potential to increase the validity of findings gained in single studies. In the context of effect-location
meta-analytic approaches, models have been developed to
compare empirical distributions of activation peaks to random distributions to identify above-chance activation clusters [Chein et al., 2002; Turkeltaub et al., 2002; Wager et al.,
2003]. One major advantage of these methods is that they do
not rely on the assignment of activation peaks to Brodmann
areas or to anatomical structures, but identify above-threshold clusters in 3D space. The results obtained with these
methods thus are less influenced by subjective choices of
investigators.
Consequently, the present study aimed at investigating
the consistency of IFJ involvement in cognitive control
across published studies by employing a quantitative metaanalytic approach. We chose the method developed by Turkeltaub et al. [2002] and carried out two meta-analyses. The
first meta-analysis was carried out with frontal lobe activations (including anterior insula activations) from taskswitching, set-shifting, and nonprobabilistic stimulus–
response (S–R) reversal studies (for simplicity sometimes
referred to as switching studies or switching paradigms
below). In task-switching paradigms, participants perform
(at least) two tasks that correspond to (at least) two relevant
stimulus dimensions or stimulus types, whereas in S–R reversal paradigms there is only one relevant stimulus dimension for which the S–R mapping is sometimes reversed. The
distinction between task switching and set shifting is not so
clear-cut. Mostly, the Wisconsin Card-Sorting Test (WCST)
has been used to investigate set shifting. This task usually
has additional requirements that are not essential in taskswitching paradigms (e.g., negative feedback processing associated with rule shifts or the identification of the presently
correct rule by trial and error). However, there have been
attempts to reduce the complexity of the WCST [e.g., Konishi et al., 2002; Rogers et al., 2000], making the WCST more
similar to task-switching paradigms. What is common to
set-shifting, S–R reversal, and task-switching paradigms is
the requirement to update the task representation after the
necessity for a switch has been signaled. These paradigms
were therefore combined to increase the number of studies
entering the meta-analysis. The second meta-analysis carried out in the present study was conducted with frontal
lobe activations (again including anterior insula activations)
from color–word Stroop studies. The Stroop task was chosen
because it is a cognitive control paradigm frequently investigated with fMRI that, like the task-switching paradigm,
was employed in our previous within-subject investigation
[Derrfuss et al., 2004] allowing a direct comparison of metaanalytic and imaging results.1

1

Similar to our previous imaging study [Derrfuss et al., 2004], we
had planned to include the verbal n-back task in the present study;
however, only four studies employing the verbal n-back task satisfied our selection criteria, which we did not consider sufficient for
carrying out a quantitative meta-analysis.
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TABLE I. Task-switching, set-shifting, and S-R reversal studies included in the meta-analysis
Author

Year

Design

n

Task/contrast

Activ.

IFJ

Brass
Braver
DiGirolamoa
Dove
Dreher

2004
2003
2001
2000
2002

efMRI
e/bfMRI
bfMRI
efMRI
bfMRI

14
13
8b
16
8

2
3
13
5
4f

!37 5 32
—
(!46 12 34)
!44 5 37, 40 8 36
—

Konishi
Kringelbach
Luks
Luks
Monchi
Monchi
Nagahama
Nagahama
Nakahara
Pollmann
Swainson

2002
2003
2002
2002
2001
2004
2001
2001
2002
2000
2003

efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI
efMRI

16
9
11
11
11
9c
6
6
10
12
12

TS, meaning-switch vs. cue-switch
TS, switch vs. repeat (event-related analysis)
TS, switch blocks vs. repeat blocks
S-R reversal, switch vs. repeat
TS, switch/rep. blocks (conjunction of
switch conditions) vs. pure blocks
WCST variant, update vs. null change
S-R reversal, reversal vs. no reversal
TS, informative switch cue vs. baseline
TS, neutrally cued switch vs. baseline
WCST variant, negative FB vs. control FB
WCST variant, negative FB vs. control FB
WCST variant, negat. FB vs. sorting baseline
S-R reversal, negative FB vs. sorting baseline
WCST variant, neg. FB vs. sorting baseline
S-R reversal, switch vs. repeat
TS, go switch vs. go repeat

3f
5
10d
3d
12f
9f
7f
6f
10e,f
4
1f

!38 4 33
—
—
—
!38 3 27, !46 5 27
!44 9 33, 44 9 33
46 7 29
(!42 3 26)
34 4 35
45 2 37
—

a

As this study used an unusually low threshold of z " 1.96 (with no correction for multiple comparisons or application of a cluster
threshold) and in comparison to other studies reported a very high number of activations (30), we decided to include only activations above
a more conservative threshold of z " 3.09.
b
Young participants.
c
Control group.
d
Some of these activations were located within ROIs, but each activation was significant on a whole brain level at P # 0.001 (Tracy Luks,
personal communication).
e
Coordinates published in online supplementary material.
f
Transformed from MNI to Talairach space.
efMRI, event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI); e/b, mixed design; bfMRI $ blocked fMRI; TS, task switching; WCST,
Wisconsin Card-Sorting Test; FB, feedback; Activ., number of frontal lobe activations; IFJ, activations within IFJ limits; activations close to
IFJ are in parentheses.

report only activations and do not report deactivations. Furthermore, we only considered results obtained with healthy
participants. To rule out the influence of low-level perceptual or motor processes on the meta-analytic results, we
excluded results from comparisons with resting or fixation
conditions. We did not include multiple subtractions from
the same condition of interest (e.g., Stroop studies reporting
incongruent vs. congruent and incongruent vs. neutral contrasts). Furthermore, we did not include results that were
based on region-of-interest (ROI) analyses. Finally, given the
focus of the present study, only frontal lobe and anterior
insula activations entered the meta-analysis. When these
activations were reported in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference system, they were transformed to
Talairach space according to a formula proposed by Matthew Brett (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/Imaging/
Common/mnispace.shtml).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
General Study Selection Criteria
To be considered for the meta-analyses, articles had to be
published in English-language, peer-reviewed journals between January 2000 and January 2004 (additionally, we included a task-switching study from our own group that was
in press at that time). This time range was chosen because
there were no studies investigating the updating component
in switching paradigms that were published before 2000 and
satisfied our selection criteria (the two event-related fMRI
studies investigating the WCST by Konishi et al. [1998, 1999]
were not included because no across-subject averaging was
carried out in these studies). As we wanted the time range
for study selection to be the same for switching tasks and the
Stroop task, we restricted it for both paradigms to the abovementioned period.
To find relevant studies, we searched electronic databases
(Medline/PubMed, and ISI Web of Science) and reference
lists of articles found in those databases. Only studies applying fMRI, reporting coordinates in stereotaxic space, and
covering at least the frontal lobes were considered. To reduce variance introduced by different methodologies, we
included studies that employed subtraction designs and
excluded studies that employed parametric designs. We
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Selection Criteria Specific to Task-Switching,
Set-Shifting, and S–R Reversal Studies
We chose to include functional imaging studies of task
switching, set shifting and nonprobabilistic S–R reversal, i.e.,
studies where participants had to update their task representation based on cue information [e.g., Brass and von
Cramon, 2004; Luks et al., 2002], feedback information [e.g.,
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congruent condition. This included studies employing the
color–word-matching Stroop task [Norris et al., 2002; Zysset
et al., 2001] and a study where participants had to monitor
Stroop words for purple-colored items [Banich et al., 2000].
If studies reported incongruent versus neutral and incongruent versus congruent comparisons, we chose to include
the incongruent versus neutral comparison. We preferred
this contrast because it has been argued [e.g., Milham et al.,
2002] that incongruent and congruent trials have higher
control demands compared to that for neutral trials, because
in both trial types there are two dimensions conveying color
information, the color of the word and word meaning, leading to increased competition relative to neutral trials. We did
not include a study by Langenecker et al. [2004] because
their control participants were a subset of those scanned by
Mead et al. [2002], and we did not include a study by
Adleman et al. [2002] because they reported only one peak
for a massive frontal activation consisting of roughly 12,000
voxels in the young adult group. Altogether, 11 Stroop
studies entered the meta-analysis (Table II), yielding 11 contrasts with 64 activation maxima. Figure 1 shows these maxima colored in green on axial slices of an individual brain.2

Konishi et al., 2002; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2003], or prespecified task sequences [e.g., Dreher et al., 2002; Swainson
et al., 2003]. To reduce variance introduced by the task
domains that were investigated, we did not include studies
where participants had to switch between languages [e.g.,
Hernandez et al., 2001; Price et al., 1999], movements [e.g.,
Jäncke et al., 2000; Umetsu et al., 2002], or types of information held in working memory [e.g., Garavan et al., 2000;
Sylvester et al., 2003]. Note, however, that many of these
studies found activations at or very close to the IFJ (Price et
al. [1999]: !50, 6, 32; Jäncke et al. [2000]: !44, 0, 32; Garavan
et al. [2000]: !43, 6, 25 and 45, 5, 31; and Sylvester et al.
[2003] conjunction of switching and inhibition: !34, 7, 34).
Two task-switching studies [Gurd et al., 2002; Kimberg et
al., 2000] did not find frontal activations and therefore could
not be considered in the present meta-analysis (see Discussion). In the study by Gurd et al. [2002], when the threshold
was lowered to z $ 3.09 (P $ 0.001, uncorrected) instead of
z $ 4.5 (P $ 0.05, corrected), there were two frontal activations in the switching contrast that were located in the IFJ
(!34, 0, 30 and 38, 6, 40). Two further studies were not
included in the meta-analysis. The study by Sohn et al.
[2000] examined switch effects only in ROIs identified in the
foreknowledge versus no foreknowledge contrast and the
combined fMRI and transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) study by Rushworth et al. [2002] focused on the
medial frontal cortex and therefore did not report lateral
frontal activations. In fact, full consideration of frontal activations in the latter study showed that there was a peak
located at the IFJ (!44, 4, 34; Matthew Rushworth, personal
communication).
From the remaining studies, we chose the contrast that
principally was suited to identify activations related to the
switching component of the task. For example, in the study
of Konishi et al. [2002], we chose the contrast designed to
isolate activity related to the updating component and did
not include the contrast designed to isolate activity related to
the negative feedback component. From the mixed-design
study of Braver et al. [2003], we chose to include the results
from the event-related analysis, because most of the other
switching studies had event-related designs. From the study
of Swainson et al. [2003] we included the go–switch versus
go–repeat contrast and did not include the wait–switch versus wait–repeat contrast, because in the latter contrast participants had to switch to “a mode of response withholding”
(p. 792), a requirement differing from all other switching
studies considered for the meta-analysis. After applying the
above-mentioned selection criteria and choosing the appropriate contrasts, 14 switching studies entered the meta-analysis (Table I), yielding 16 contrasts with 97 activation maxima. Figure 1 shows these maxima colored in red on axial
slices of an individual brain.

Activation Likelihood Estimate
Meta-Analysis Method
The idea behind this meta-analysis method is that peak
coordinates reported in functional imaging studies should
not be viewed as single points but rather as probability
distributions around these coordinates [Turkeltaub et al.,
2002]. After the transformation of activation peaks into probability distributions, a map can be created that gives for each
voxel the probability that at least one of the activation maxima that entered the meta-analysis was located in this voxel.
This probability is the activation likelihood estimate (ALE).
To create ALE maps, activation maxima are modeled using
a 3D Gaussian probability distribution. The probability that
a given maximum lies within a particular voxel is

p!

where ( is the standard deviation (SD) for the distribution
and d is the Euclidean distance of the voxel to the activation

2

This issue of Human Brain Mapping includes another Stroop metaanalysis from our group employing a method that allows to identify
dominant activation networks using replicator dynamics [Neumann
et al., 2005]. This method was not employed in the present study
because we included only frontal lobe coordinates and therefore
expected a much lower number of activation clusters than that
found in our previous study. Another important difference between
the present study and the study by Neumann et al. [2005] is that we
carefully selected studies according to a number of criteria for the
present study, whereas we included all Stroop studies found in the
BrainMap DBJ database in the study by Neumann et al. [2005]. The
IFJ was found to be significant in both Stroop meta-analyses.

Selection Criteria Specific to Stroop Studies
For the Stroop meta-analysis, we chose to include studies
that employed variants of the color–word Stroop task and
compared an incongruent condition with a neutral or a
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Figure 1.
Frontal and anterior insula peaks included in the meta-analyses (red, switching studies; green, Stroop
studies) displayed on axial MR images of an individual brain in Talairach space. On each slice the
peaks lying up to 4 mm above and up to 5 mm below the respective slice are shown. The variance
of activation peaks makes it difficult to identify regions involved consistently in both paradigms
before statistical treatment.

empirical ALE map was distributed 1,000 times over a brain
volume mask. As we had entered only frontal lobe coordinates in Talairach space for the empirical ALE maps, we
restricted the brain volume mask to the following minimum
and maximum coordinates: xmin $ !62; xmax $ 62; ymin
$ !10; ymax $ 70; zmin $ !25; and zmax $ 75. Histograms
of the thousand sets of randomly distributed maxima were
averaged to obtain a histogram representing the noise distribution of ALE values. This histogram served as a null
hypothesis against which the significance of the empirical ALE
values was tested. As in the study by Turkeltaub et al. [2002],
a conservative ALE threshold corresponding to an ) level of
0.01% was chosen to reduce the probability of type I errors and
to identify only the regions activated most consistently in the
two tasks. The null hypothesis of random distribution was
rejected for those voxels that exceeded this threshold.

maximum. After calculating this probability for each voxel
and each activation maximum, the union of these probabilities is calculated to give the ALE map [Turkeltaub et al.,
2002]. We created separate ALE maps for the coordinates
from the switching studies and the Stroop studies using SD
$ 4 mm (resulting in an full-width half-maximum [FWHM]
of 9.4 mm). This distribution width was chosen to approximately match filter sizes commonly used in fMRI studies. To
evaluate the influence of a different FWHM on potential
clusters in the IFJ, we computed additional analyses with
FWHM values of 7.1 mm (SD $ 3 mm) and 11.8 mm (SD $ 5
mm).
In a second step, the empirical ALE maps from the taskswitching and Stroop studies were compared to ALE maps
for randomly distributed activation maxima. For each paradigm, the same number of activations as included in the
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TABLE II. Stroop studies included in the meta-analysis
Author

Year

Design

n

Task/contrast

Activ.

IFJ

Banich
Banich
Fan
Mead
Milham
Milham
Milham
Norris
Potenza
Steel
Zysset

2000
2001
2003
2002
2001
2002
2003
2002
2003
2001
2001

bfMRI
bfMRI
efMRI
bfMRI
e/bfMRI
bfMRI
efMRI
SE bfMRI
efMRI
bfMRI
bfMRI

10
14
12
18
16
12a
16
7
11b
7
9

Stroop word monitoring, I/N vs. N
CW Stroop, I/N vs. N
CW Stroop, I vs. C
CW Stroop, I vs. N
CW Stroop, I vs. N (event-related)
CW Stroop, I vs. C/N
CW Stroop, I vs. oddball neutral
CW matching Stroop, I vs. N
CW Stroop, I vs. C
CW Stroop, I vs. N
CW matching Stroop, I vs. N

4
3
4c
1
4
8
9
6
6
14
5

(!48 10 34)
!42 10 34
—
!44 4 29
!42 2 36
(!46 14 32)
—
!38 4 33
43 7 35
—
!38 5 30

a

Young participants; bControl group.
Transformed from MNI to Talairach space.
efMRI, event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI); bfMRI, blocked fMRI; SE, spin echo; e/b, mixed design; CW,
color-word; I, incongruent; C, congruent; N, neutral; Activ., number of frontal lobe activations; IFJ, activations within IFJ limits; activations
close to IFJ are shown in parentheses.

c

and Figure 3A depicts the overlap of significant voxels.
Figure 3B shows the similarity of the overlap in the present
meta-analysis and the overlap we found for a task-switching
paradigm and the Stroop task in a functional imaging within-subject investigation. The only other regions that showed
some small overlap of significant voxels were the ACC/preSMA and the ACC/medial SFG.
When the analyses were repeated with different FWHM
values, the peak locations in the IFJ were found to be very
stable, showing only minor changes across analyses. Employing an FWHM of 7.1 mm, the IFJ peak in the switching
meta-analysis and in the Stroop meta-analysis was located at
!38, 4, 32. With an FWHM of 11.8 mm, the IFJ peaks were
both located at !42, 6, 32. The effects of FWHM values are
not the focus of the present study and therefore are not
reported here in detail. Briefly, decreasing the FWHM led to
smaller clusters of significant voxels for both meta-analyses,
and for the switching meta-analysis led to an increase in the

RESULTS
The results of the meta-analyses are summarized in Table
III for the switching paradigms and in Table IV for the
Stroop task. For the switching paradigms, five significant
above-threshold clusters with eight local maxima were identified. The maxima were located in the IFJ, the inferior
frontal gyrus, the inferior frontal sulcus, the medial superior
frontal gyrus, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)/presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA), and the insula. The
maximum ALE value was 0.028 (located in the ACC/preSMA). For the Stroop task, there were five significant abovethreshold cluster with five local maxima. The maxima were
located in the IFJ, the ACC/pre-SMA, the ACC/medial superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and the insula. The maximum
ALE value was 0.022 (located in the IFJ). The maxima in the
IFJ were very similar in both tasks. The switching maximum
was located at !40, 4, 30 and the Stroop maximum was
located at !40, 4, 32. Figure 2A and 2B depict these maxima,

TABLE III. Meta-analysis of frontal lobe and anterior insula activations in task-switching, set-shifting, and
nonprobabilistic S–R reversal studies
Region
Inferior frontal junction
Inferior frontal gyrus
Inferior frontal junction
Inferior frontal sulcus
ACC/pre-SMA
Superior frontal gyrus (med.)
ACC/SFG (med.)
Insula

BA

Lat.

x

y

z

ALE

Volume (mm3)

6/8/44
44/45
6/8/44
46/45
32/6
8
32/8
—

L
L
R
R
B
B
B
R

!40
!48
44
46
4
4
!8
32

4
14
10
28
8
28
20
22

30
18
34
24
48
42
42
2

0.024
0.021
0.022
0.017
0.028
0.020
0.016
0.018

3,032
SC
1,700
268
2,659
SC
SC
215

Clusters above an ALE threshold of 0.0133 (P # 0.0001) and a minimum size of 10 mm3 are listed; minimum peak distance is 5 mm.
Coordinates are in Talairach space.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; pre-SMA, presupplementary motor area; med., medial; SFG, superior frontal gyrus, BA, approximate
Brodmann area; Lat., lateralization; B, bilateral; ALE, activation likelihood estimate; SC, same cluster.
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TABLE IV. Meta-analysis of frontal lobe and anterior insula activations in color–word Stroop studies
Region
Inferior frontal junction
ACC/pre-SMA
ACC/SFG (med.)
Insula

BA

Lat.

x

y

z

ALE

Volume (mm3)

6/8/44
32/6
32/9
—
—

L
B
L
L
R

!40
2
!2
!26
36

4
14
36
22
12

32
42
26
6
6

0.022
0.019
0.015
0.014
0.013

1,250
797
199
133
74

Clusters above an ALE threshold of 0.0116 (P # 0.0001) and a minimum size of 10 mm3 are listed; minimum peak distance is 5 mm.
Coordinates are in Talairach space.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; pre-SMA, presupplementary motor area; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; med., medial; BA, approximate
Brodmann area; Lat., lateralization; B, bilateral; ALE, activation likelihood estimate.

meta-analyses and were very similar to the overlap found in
a previous functional imaging within-subject investigation
[Derrfuss et al., 2004]. The present results support our concept of areal specialization in the frontolateral cortex, which
posits that the IFJ is a functional entity separable from
middorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Below, we discuss the
functional role of the IFJ in cognitive control and the potential contribution of quantitative meta-analyses to the interpretation of functional imaging studies.

number of discrete above-threshold clusters. Increasing the
FWHM led to the opposite effect.

DISCUSSION
The present study, which employed the meta-analytic
approach developed by Turkeltaub et al. [2002], provides
evidence for the consistent involvement of the IFJ in cognitive control. Quantitative meta-analyses conducted separately for functional imaging studies of switching paradigms
and the Stroop task identified local IFJ maxima that were
nearly identical in both analyses (switching: !40, 4, 30;
Stroop: !40, 4, 32). Furthermore, the above-threshold voxels
located at the IFJ overlapped to a large degree in both

Functional Role of the IFJ
We have provided evidence for the consistent involvement of the IFJ in cognitive control in a series of investigations: first, in functional imaging experiments designed to
isolate the functional role of the IFJ [Brass and von Cramon,
2002, 2004], second, in a functional imaging within-subject
comparison of a task-switching paradigm, the Stroop task,
and the n-back task [Derrfuss et al., 2004], and third, in the
present study employing a meta-analytic approach. Why is
the IFJ consistently involved in the investigated tasks? Based
on our experiments aiming at isolating the functional role of
the IFJ, we have argued that the IFJ is involved in the
updating of task representations. For example, in switching
paradigms, participants have to constantly update the currently relevant task representation, and in the Stroop task
participants have to enforce the relevant but nondominant
task representation against a dominant action. Furthermore,
IFJ activation was found in several other cognitive control
paradigms that can also be argued to require the updating of
task representations. For example, IFJ activations were
found in studies investigating S–R compatibility [Bunge et
al., 2002; Dassonville et al., 2001; Weissman et al., 2002],
switching between movement sequences [Jäncke et al.,
2000], in studies investigating the updating of task representations at the beginning of short task sequences/task blocks
[Dreher and Berman, 2002; Konishi et al., 2001], in a study
investigating set shifting in the context of the paper-scissorsstone game [Omori et al., 1999], and in a study investigating
abstract rule representation [Bunge et al., 2003]. Although
we acknowledge that there are some important differences
between these paradigms, we suggest that they have at least
one process in common, the updating of task representa-

Figure 2.
Results of the quantitative meta-analyses. Displayed are abovethreshold voxels at the IFJ peak coordinates for switching (A) and
Stroop studies (B). Results are shown on an individual brain in
Talairach space and were interpolated to millimeter resolution for
display purposes. Only frontal coordinates entered the
meta-analyses.
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Figure 3.
A: Overlap analysis at the IFJ for switch and Stroop meta-analyses. with the inclusion of an n-back task, are reported in detail in
B: Overlap analysis for the meta-analytic results and the results Derrfuss et al. [2004]. Results are shown on an individual brain in
from a functional imaging study. From the imaging study, the Talairach space and were interpolated to millimeter resolution for
overlap from the switch vs. null event contrast and from the display purposes. Only frontal coordinates entered the
Stroop incongruent vs. neutral contrast are shown. These results, meta-analyses.

than switch trials. This is because such designs presumably
reduce the degree of control necessary in repetition trials.
Indeed, results from studies employing variants of the
WCST (where participants usually switch after six to eight
repetitions) or studies employing designs with unequal
switch/repetition probabilities, such as the studies of Dove
et al. [2000] and Pollmann et al. [2000], provide evidence for
this assumption.

tions, and that it is this process that is related closely to
activations of the IFJ.
Note, however, that the presence of an IFJ activation crucially depends on the control condition used. There are
control conditions that might require task-updating processes themselves, which might prevent the finding of a
significant IFJ activation. This might be the case, for example, in contrasts of switch and repetition trials where unpredictable task sequences or an equal number of switch and
repetition trials are employed [e.g., Braver et al., 2003; Luks
et al., 2002]. In this case, contrasting the switch and repetition trials separately with a low-level baseline or carrying
out a time-course analysis can inform about the possibility of
similar activation of the IFJ in both trial types. Following this
line of argumentation, IFJ activations should be found more
frequently when there are relatively more repetition trials

!

Contribution of Quantitative Meta-Analyses to the
Interpretation of Functional Imaging Studies
In the following section, we discuss some of the strengths
and limitations of the ALE meta-analysis method and issues
pertaining to effect-location meta-analyses in general. One
major strength of the ALE meta-analysis technique is that it
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is not descriptive but provides a quantitative measure of the
activation likelihood of a given voxel. This method can thus
identify the regions activated most consistently in the paradigms under investigation on a quantitative basis. Consider
the distribution of peaks displayed in Figure 1. Just by
looking at this distribution it would be difficult to identify
the areas activated most consistently in switching and
Stroop studies; however, these areas can be identified by
applying statistical methods. A second major advantage of
the technique employed here is that it carries out the metaanalysis in 3D space, and thus goes beyond other quantitative meta-analysis techniques that rely on the assignment of
activation peaks to Brodmann areas [e.g., Jonides et al.,
2002]. This is a very important feature especially to identify
clustering in a region such as IFJ, whose activations have
been attributed to a number of different Brodmann areas.
The ALE meta-analysis technique also has its limitations.
Clearly, the width of the Gaussian distribution representing
an activation peak has a potential influence on the results
and was therefore evaluated in the present meta-analyses.
We ran the analyses with three different FWHM values
between 7.1 and 11.8 mm and have shown that the peaks in
the IFJ were very consistent regardless of the particular
FWHM. There were some changes in other regions, indicating the importance of repeating the analyses with different
FWHM values. The results also depend on the particular
significance threshold applied. Similar to Turkeltaub et al.
[2002], we chose a conservative threshold of ) $ 0.01%. This
was done to identify only those regions involved most consistently in the switching paradigms and the Stroop task. At
the cost of an increased type I error, less conservative thresholds will identify additional regions. Given that at present
there are only few experiences with the ALE meta-analysis
method, it seems advisable to choose a conservative threshold. In their original article, Turkeltaub et al. [2002] suggest
other possible improvements of their method. This includes
weighting studies depending on the number of participants
and the number of activations, changing the shape of the
Gaussian distribution in cortical sulci, or creating noise distributions that incorporate the reduced likelihood of finding
activation peaks in the white matter. Considering the very
consistent involvement of the IFJ in switching paradigms
and in the Stroop task, we would expect only minor changes
of the IFJ peak locations if these modifications were incorporated into the meta-analysis method.
An important issue to consider that applies to meta-analyses in general is the careful choice of selection criteria.
Clearly, meta-analytic results crucially depend on these criteria. For example, the scope of paradigms included in the
meta-analysis can strongly influence the results. In a recent
meta-analysis investigating the shifting of attention [Wager
et al., 2004], for example, no IFJ peak was found. This
difference in results is due most likely to differences in the
paradigms considered for the meta-analyses. Wager et al.
[2004] included studies investigating the shifting of locations, objects, attributes, tasks, and rules, and combined
them in one meta-analysis. Our choice of paradigms was
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motivated by our interest in the updating of task representations. Although our choice of paradigms and contrasts was
motivated theoretically by our interest in a specific process,
this of course does introduce an a priori bias for a specific
region. We therefore included only studies investigating the
shifting of tasks and rules. Furthermore, we included setshifting studies employing variants of the WCST. This task
was not considered in the study by Wager et al. [2004].
A related issue is the treatment of contrasts that do not
find any differences between two conditions and thus cannot be included in an effect-location meta-analysis. Consider
the present meta-analysis. If there had been a high percentage of contrasts not showing any activations in the frontal
lobe, one would have doubted the consistent involvement of
the frontal lobes in the first place. However, this assumption
could not have been tested with an effect-location metaanalysis: If only 10% of the studies under consideration had
found frontal lobe activations, the effect-location meta-analysis would have simply shown the regions most consistently
involved in these 10% of studies. It is important, therefore, to
report the number of studies that did and did not find
activations in the particular region of the brain that was
investigated. In the present study, as there were only 2 of 18
switching studies and no Stroop studies without frontal
activations, we considered it justified to view the frontal lobe
as being involved consistently in these paradigms. Importantly, as there might be contrasts with no differences anywhere in the brain, this problem also applies to whole-brain
meta-analyses and not only to meta-analyses that are restricted to a particular part of the brain. This problem differs
from the so-called file-drawer problem of traditional effectsize meta-analyses, where studies yielding null effects could
in principle be included in the meta-analysis but are not
available to the investigator.
Another issue to consider is the absence of above-threshold clusters in certain areas. For example, we expected the
involvement of the middorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the
meta-analysis of switching paradigms, and a peak in the
inferior frontal sulcus anterior to the IFJ in the meta-analysis
of the Stroop task. Regarding the switching paradigms, individual studies found activation peaks in the middorsolateral prefrontal cortex [e.g., Dreher et al., 2002; Luks et al.,
2002; Monchi et al., 2001, 2004; Nakahara et al., 2002] but
these were not close enough to each other to create an ALE
that survived the threshold. Larger anatomical variance in
more anterior prefrontal areas together with differences in
number of participants, tasks, and statistical analysis methods between studies are likely to have contributed to this
result. Regarding the Stroop studies, a peak in the IFS (!46,
12, 34) was identified only when we applied an FWHM of
7.1 mm. Therefore, the fact that some regions were not found
to be significant in the meta-analyses should be treated with
caution. However, we can conclude with some confidence
that the regions found significant in the present analyses do
play a role in the Stroop task and switching paradigms
because these regions were significant at a conservative
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threshold, when different FWHM values were used, and
despite the above-mentioned differences between studies.
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CONCLUSIONS
The present study provides evidence for a functional specialization of the frontolateral cortex for cognitive control
beyond a ventrolateral– dorsolateral dichotomy. By employing a quantitative meta-analytic approach, we were able to
show that the IFJ in the posterior frontolateral cortex is
involved consistently in switching and Stroop studies. This
suggests that there is a cognitive process intimately related
to IFJ activations that is common to both paradigms. We
propose that this process is likely the updating of task representations. There is now considerable evidence showing
that the IFJ can be separated functionally from middorsolateral prefrontal cortex; however, the question arises as to
whether the IFJ might also be separable structurally from
other cortical areas. There is preliminary evidence that this
might indeed be the case [Amunts et al., 2004].
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APPENDIX
TABLE IA. Overview of coordinates included in the
switching meta-analysis
Reference/coordinates
Brass and von Cramon, 2004
!37, 5, 32
55, 20, 18
Braver et al., 2003
!16, 3, 63
!40, 30, 0
!46, 15, 21
DiGirolamo et al., 2001
!2, 16, 48
!28, 10, 44
!46, 12, 34
!40, 16, 32
46, 52, !2
46, 20, 10
46, 26, 24
48, 34, 24
4, 12, 54
48, 14, 28
4, !16, 42
0, !16, 42
0, 26, 44
Dove et al., 2000
!44, 5, 37
!36, 20, 13
40, 8, 36
28, 23, 8
!8, 11, 47
Dreher et al., 2002a
!40, 21, 28
!28, 6, 51
48, 17, 36
59, 29, 28
Konishi et al., 2002a
!48, 13, 18
!40, 41, 11
!38, 4, 33
Kringelbach and Rolls, 2003
!46, 29, !8
!46, 16, 14
!8, 24, 47
42, 40, !9
38, 20, 14
Luks et al., 2002
!4, 3, 53
0, 10, 47
!44, 22, 21
!32, 40, 26
!44, !6, 39
!34, 32, 16
4, 8, 49
30, 34, 15
44, !5, 39
48, !5, 52
Luks et al., 2002
!46, 26, 28
!48, 28, 17
50, 38, 24
Monchi et al., 2001a
!38, 3, 27
!46, 5, 27
!44, 17, 27
!50, 30, 20
48, 15, 25
41, 13, 36
42, 30, 24

Contrast

Reference/coordinates

Meaning-switch vs. cue-switch

Monchi et al., 2001a
32, 14, 49
34, 21, 1
!8, 21, 38
3, 27, 41
4, 16, 45
Monchi et al., 2004a
!42, 32, 24
34, 21, 3
!8, 21, 41
!44, 9, 33
48, 27, 28
32, 21, 3
6, 29, 41
44, 9, 33
24, 4, 44
Nagahama et al., 2001a
!53, 11, 33
46, 7, 29
34, 49, 12
22, !3, 55
36, !9, 59
2, 4, 48
6, 8, 44
Nagahama et al., 2001a
!42, 3, 26
53, 9, 33
8, 5, 51
6, 6, 44
28, !11, 56
26, !1, 55
Nakahara et al., 2002a
!51, 14, 18
!48, !2, 46
!32, 20, 5
46, 17, 21
34, 4, 35
30, 25, !1
42, 12, !2
!4, 9, 60
!10, 14, 45
8, 30, 46
Pollmann et al., 2000
45, 2, 37
45, 16, 37
31, 2, 3
0, 2, 56
Swainson et al., 2003a
9, 16, 27

Switch vs. repeat (event-related analysis)

Switch blocks vs. repeat blocks

Switch vs. repeat

Switch/repeat blocks (conjunction of
switch conditions) vs. pure blocks

Update vs. null change

Reversal vs. no reversal

Informative switch cue vs. baseline

a

Contrast
Negative vs. control feedback

Negative vs. control feedback

Negative feedback vs. sorting baseline
(WCST)

Negative feedback vs. sorting baseline
(S-R reversal)

Negative feedback vs. sorting baseline

Switch vs. repeat

Go switch vs. go repeat

Coordinates were transformed from MNI to Talairach space; these
coordinates will differ slightly from the originally published coordinates.

Neutrally cued switch vs. baseline

Negative vs. control feedback

!
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TABLE IIA. Overview of coordinates included in the
Stroop meta- analysis
Reference/coordinates
Banich et al., 2000
!48, 10, 34
!42, 28, 20
50, 16, 34
54, 24, 26
Banich et al., 2001
!42, 10, 34
!34, 22, !2
2, 16, 42
Fan et al., 2003a
!50, 35, !8
!26, 54, !4
!38, 28, 12
!4, 38, 26
Mead et al., 2002
!44, 4, 29
Milham et al., 2001
!42, 2, 36
!34, 20, 24
40, 8, 42
0, 10, 44
Milham et al., 2002
!48, 44, 8
!42, 28, 32
!46, 14, 32
!40, 4, 46
42, 16, 6
4, 10, 54
2, 32, 34
4, 18, 40
Milham et al., 2003
!34, 14, 18
!46, 40, 24
32, 16, 16
48, 38, 24
50, 34, 26
40, 50, 26
44, 2, 16
8, 30, 28
60, 10, 32

Contrast

Reference/coordinates

Incongruent/neutral vs. neutral

Norris et al., 2002
!38, 4, 33
!43, 41, 4
!11, 67, 13
39, 17, 21
19, 62, 11
!1, 25, 43
Potenza et al., 2003
!28, 11, 5
1, 11, 42
43, 7, 35
39, 41, 23
36, 13, 5
2, 31, 23
Steel et al., 2001
!3, 36, 26
!3, 8, 31
!9, 14, 31
!38, 11, !2
!29, 19, 4
!23, 22, 9
!26, 25, 4
!49, 8, 9
6, 47, 15
12, 36, 15
3, 42, 9
0, 44, 20
35, 11, 9
26, 28, !2
Zysset et al., 2001
!38, 5, 30
!38, 35, 5
44, 15, 36
31, 53, 15
1, 26, 42

Incongruent/neutral vs. neutral

Incongruent vs. congruent

Incongruent vs. neutral
Incongruent vs. neutral (event-related
analysis)

Incongruent vs. congruent/neutral

Incongruent vs. oddball neutral

a

Contrast
Incongruent vs. neutral

Incongruent vs. congruent

Incongruent vs. neutral

Incongruent vs. neutral

Coordinates were transformed from MNI to Talairach space; these
coordinates will differ slightly from the originally published coordinates.
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